In situ edge engineering of two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenides
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The edge structures of two-dimensional (2D) materials greatly affect the electronic,1 magnetic,2,3 nonlinear
optical,4 photoluminescence,5 and catalytic properties.6 It is therefore critical to understand stable edge
structures and edge evolution within different chemical environments to develop controlled edge engineering
methods to achieve desired functionality. Here, using atomic-scale in situ scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM), we directly observe the formation of fresh edges following the formation of faceted pores in
MoWSe2 monolayer flakes at elevated temperature from combined electron beam irradiation and thermal
effects. Figure 1 shows the structural evolution of the monolayer MoWSe 2 at 500 °C captured with time-resolved
atomic-resolution high angle annular dark field (HAAD)-STEM images. Various edge structures were observed
during the experiments, with the most common edge structures being zigzag edges terminated with Se atoms or
MoSe nanowires (NW). The edge reconstruction from zigzag edges to NW-terminated edges was directly
observed experimentally, as shown in Fig. 1d - 1e. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations on 59 different
hypothetical edges confirms that the observed edges have the lowest formation energy at metal-rich
environments. Different edges exhibit very different electronic properties. While Se-terminated edges are
generally semiconducting, NW-terminated edges are conductive. Ferromagnetism arises due to atomic
rearrangement on NW-terminated zigzag Se edges. Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations confirm the
observed edge structural evolution, which is attributed to changes in Mo chemical potential during in situ
heating. As the local Mo chemical potential increases, the edge structure evolves from Se-terminated zigzag
edges to NW-terminated zigzag edges. This work demonstrates edge engineering of 2D materials via the
electron beam in STEM for targeted functional applications.
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Figure 1. Dynamic shape evolution and edge reconstruction of etched pores at 500 °C in a MoWSe2 monolayer
flake. The time interval between acquisition of each HAADF-STEM image in a-p is 35 s.

